Welcome in Béziers !
We wish you the most pleasant stay


Duplex Comfort and Charm
10 Boulevard Jean Jaurès, Béziers, France
Latitude : 43.340641 | Longitude : 3.216108



Apart Art Deco



Béziers Studio Terrace



BéziersApart

Hello,

26 Avenue d'Estienne d'Orves, Béziers, France
Latitude : 43.340604 | Longitude : 3.214996

You've chosen to stay in one of our apartments and we thank you.
These apartments have been renovated with love and care so that you can feel
like at home. We tried to keep up the style and charm of the time of their
construction, while combining modern comfort, wi-fi and air conditioning.
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How to get there
Arriving by train to the railway station of Béziers




If you like sports, you can walk about 11 minutes to cover the 600 meters walk from
the station to the apartments
Take the city bus Number 18-13 or 7 and stop at GARIBALDI (red line on the map)
( less than 1€)

Arriving by plane / Béziers Cap d'Agde Airport



Take the shuttle to the railway station of Béziers (1.60€) and then bus number
18
Take a taxi (30 € to 40 €)
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transport network

By car: GPS coordinates :


Duplex Comfort and Charm 10 Boulevard Jean Jaurès, Béziers, France
Latitude: 43.340641 | Longitude: 3.216108



Apart Art Deco
Béziers Studio Terrace 26 Avenue d'Estienne d'Orves, Béziers, France
Latitude: 43.340604 | Longitude: 3.214996

Where to park

In the city center, near the apartments
Parking BEZIERS Jean-Jaurès - Jean Jaures 34500 Beziers
GPS: 43.340991,3.215928
Parking: 04.67.28.78.16
Type: Operator in barrier / underground location
Max. : 1.90m
Number of places: 1130
It is under video surveillance. It is open 7/7 days. Pedestrian access and exit of vehicles are
24/24 for guests with a parking ticket.
Rates are onsite consultation or www.vincipark.com. Different types of subscriptions are
available.
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Keys

Corine, the housekeeper will be happy to welcome you on your arrival to check in.
Living close to the apartment, she will linform you about the tips of the month and answer
your questions about housing.
You can reach her at + 33 781278847. Please inform her a little in advance about your arrival
time.

Time of arrival and departure

Arrival time is normally after 16:00, and departure before 10:00, but they can be more
flexible.
Do not hesitate to ask.

The state of the input and output locations

A brief inventory will be done on arrival and departure.
If you notice any malfunctions or things missing, please let us know.
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How to pay for the stay?

A pre payment of 50% is required upon booking by credit card or bank transfer
The remaining few days before your arrival by credit card, bank transfer or cash on arrival.
The tourist tax is 1.25 € per day and per adult.

housekeeping

You will be asked a fee of 60 € which includes the rental of linens, sheets, towels, tea towels,
duvets .... and housekeeping.

List of housing equipment

We made sure that you can find all the main facilities to make your stay easy and enjoyable.

Kitchen :








mixed dishes
oven
hob or gas
microwave
toaster
coffee maker
kettle .....

Living room :





Bedrooms



conditioned (according to places)
Cot on request

Flat screen TV
CD Radio
Wireless
fan

Bathroom



hair dryer
washing machine, tumble drier
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Use of equipment

You will find records in different languages for the use of household appliances.




Where to shop?

You will find many small shops in the neighborhood

A BIO store, "the clear life" : food, organic products, wellness and beauty
Address : 7 Pl. Jean Jaurès 34500 Béziers



A City Market :
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A market : lovers of good products, freshness, visit the Halles de Béziers and discover
a family atmosphere.

Where to get treatment?

Doctor : Thierry Dunand 39 pl Pierre Sémard, 34500 BEZIERS Tel: 04 67 62 72 00

Useful numbers in case of emergency
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Address : Place du Forum, 34500 Beziers
open · 09: 00-18: 00
Phone : 04 99 41 36 36
You will find inside the housing, brochures in different languages on things to do and see
during your stay
You can also visit the town hall site by following this link:
http://www.ville-beziers.fr

Visit the region - Useful information
http://www.beziers-in-mediterranee.com/
Throughout Languedoc, Beziers is known for two things in particular: wine and bullfighting.
Undoubtedly the best time to visit this town, which sits atop a rocky spur overlooking the great
plain of the Herault departement, is during the four-day long feria when you can combine both.
Beziers is also perfectly situated for excursions into the Haut Languedoc, a rugged and untamed
mountainous region of picturesque stone villages and cascading mountain streams. Time here is
rarely wasted and an amble through the old town, bordered on three sides by the Orb river and a
canal, is extremely agreeable.
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Beziers became a Roman colony in 36 BC and formed
an important staging post on the Domitian Way, the
chariot road which traversed the whole of Languedoc on
its way from Rome to Cadiz in southern Spain,
developing into an important trade route.
Indeed, commerce has been the life blood of Beziers for
centuries, particularly in wine: the amphora, a
container for carrying wine in a ship’s hold, was
invented by the town’s winegrowers.
During the thirteenth century the town witnessed one
of the worst massacres in the region – 20,000 people
were put to death during the crusade against the
Cathars, many of whom had sought refuge in Beziers’s
churches: Cathars and Catholics alike were slaughtered
indiscriminately on the orders of a papal legate who
believed God would recognise his own.
Beziers Top 5:
Cathedrale St-Nazaire. The main sight in Beziers and
not a bad one at that. This grandiose Romanesque
cathedral dates from the thirteenth century and
occupies one of the best sites in town: from the
concourse in front of the cathedral there are terrific
views out over the surrounding vineyards and towards
the foothills of the Massif Central to the north.
Musee des Beaux Arts. The best of the town’s museums
with paintings by Rubens and Delacroix as well as
several local artists.
Feria. Based on Spain’s corrida, this festival takes in the
middle of August (usually around the 15th) and lasts for
four days. A holiday atmosphere invades the town as
young men full of bravado take on the bulls and the
town gets down to some serious partying with street
festivals and music throughout the four day long event.
Canal du Midi. West of Beziers, the canal, which connects Sete on the Mediterranean with Toulouse
(and ultimately the Atlantic via the Garonne river), runs through a series of lovely old villages.
Start your trip west at the seven locks of Ecluses de Fonseranes reached along the N113 from
Beziers.
Roquebrun. A picturesque village in the Orb valley
about 20km north of Beziers which seemingly clings to
the cliff face above the river. Known for its
microclimate, the vines here do particularly well and
wine can be sampled at several local outlets. Also a
good place for swimming in the river.
Beziers is oozing with history and has a surprising
number of attractions, including parks and gardens,
museums, art galleries, theatres and bars, and
restaurants serving delicious local cuisine. Beziers is not
just a magnificent larder; its chefs also have flair.
A number of young chefs, some of whom have “come
down” from Paris to rediscover the taste of local
products, have shown real genius in updating the
Languedoc’s gastronomic heritage.
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Unlike some destinations for a city break in Europe, Beziers does not have huge crowds, inflated
prices and a mob of foreign tourists descending on it. This small city, with its stunning cathedral
and fabulous Canal du Midi, has a more peaceful charm, so that you can walk the historic streets
without being crushed.
Beziers is surrounded by some of the prettiest countryside in southern France and is just a few
miles from the Mediterranean coast, making it a perfect base for holidays in the south of France.
The city is also within easy access to Carcassonne, Site, Agde and Narbonne. Languedoc-Roussillon
is typically Mediterranean – hot dry summers, rain in the short winter with moderate springs and
autumns. It is the hottest region in France, with summer temperatures frequently over 80 *F (30
*C +).

Where to eat and get out

Le Cristal
44 Paths Paul Riquet 34500 Béziers France
French cuisine, brewery master restorer, Average price 25 €

Le Conti
4, rue Boieldieu 34500 Béziers France
Mediterranean Brasserie, Average price 18 €

I wish you happy holidays in the name of

Duplex Comfort & Luxury
 Apart Art Deco
 Béziers Studio Terrace
 BéziersApart
to live like a French citizen
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+33 608261272
https://beziersapart.com/
beziersapart@gmail.com
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